Living a Dream

November 12, 2015

There are days I wonder if I am living a dream or dreaming a living. My name is Zhane Hall and I am
an eleven year old actor, entrepreneur, and soon to be philanthropist. When you grow up you will no
longer believe that dreams come true, trust strangers, hope that life will get better, or even dream of
what you could become. Our adventure together is real in spite of what adults believe and it begins
with your reading or hearing of this letter and me. I am currently in a TV show for Fox called,
Minority Report with Steven Spielberg. It is what takes place after viewing www.not1ofthe6.org that
determines the future for many of you. The three films I am engaged in as a producer at present, along
with an internet and radio show, plus a musical play, and several books is designed for you to help
adults grow up well so they can inspire you. If you are an adult and think it is too late for you it
probably is as long as you think that way. If you will allow me to help you and your son or daughter
you will be helped the most. I cannot be there to tuck both of you in at night so you decide who takes
the responsible lead. As a child of a single parent you must realize problems are normal and anything
created by humans can be solved by humans.
Here is our mission: Make sure the baby boomers are not the last generation to live better than their
parents. To do that we must restore the middle class to the richest in the world in all aspects of life.
Most adults think in money first regarding how much does it cost, how much do I get, how much effort
will it take, will I be successful, when can I retire, and can you bring it by? Price is $4.80, as much as
you want, if you eliminate errors in judgment, that depends on your written goals with your effort, and
I can bring it by in the form of various opportunities.
Read ten minutes twice a day or more of Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill. To move to the head
of the class, read a chapter a day. The website will provide the various scenes, activities to engage in
so you can reach your written goals. Preserving a legacy was given by Americans no longer with us.
Failure is not an option.
I am Zhane Hall, one willing to pay the price for the fulfillment of a dream of value.
PS. I had some help from mom, Uncle Ron, and Cousin Kyle with some of the words.

